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The Waves And The Both Of Us
Charlotte Sometimes

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
THE WAVES AND THE BOTH OF US â€“ Charlotte Sometimes
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tabbed by: Kengus

Standard tuning

Some chords:
F#m11 = 244200  C#m = x46650  F#11 = 244300
Aadd2 = 577600  F#7 = 242322

INTRO
E  F#m11  Aadd2  x2

VERSE1
E                                                      F#m11
  I want the moon and the stars, I want the whole nine yards
                                                 Aadd2
I want your hands on my hips, I want you kissing my lips
E                                                      F#m11
  I want the moon and the stars, I want the whole nine yards
                                    Aadd2
I take off your shirt, you pull up my skirt

PRE-CHORUS
   C#m             F#7       (F#11)
And I can t wait forever boy

CHORUS
        E
And the moon and the stars
    Bm7                      F#m          A
The look in your eyes better find its way into me
         E                    Bm7
And your skin on my skin, the bones that we re in
       F#m            A
Better slide your way into me, oh oh oh

VERSE2
E                                                      F#m11
  I want the moon and the stars, I want the whole nine yards
                                             Aadd2
I want your hands on my waist, there s no need to wait
E                                                      F#m11
  I want the dance of the air, I want your hands in my hair
                         Aadd2
Releasing your breath as I undress



PRE-CHORUS
   C#m             F#7       (F#11)
And I can t wait forever boy

CHORUS
        E
And the moon and the stars
    Bm7                      F#m          A
The look in your eyes better find its way into me
         E                    Bm7
And your skin on my skin, the bones that we re in
       F#m            A               E
Better slide your way into me, oh oh oh
Bm7       F#m    A
    Oh oh oh

VERSE3
E                                                      F#m11
  I want the moon and the stars, I want the whole nine yards
                                                  Aadd2
I want your hands on my hips, I want you kissing my lips
E                                                      F#m11
  I want the moon and the stars, I want the whole nine yards
                                   Aadd2
I take off your shirt, you pull up my skirt

CHORUS x2
        E
And the moon and the stars
        Bm7                      F#m          A
And the look in your eyes better find its way into me
         E                    Bm7
And your skin on my skin, the bones that we re in
       F#m            A               E
Better slide your way into me, oh oh oh

OUTRO
Bm7       F#m   A          E   Bm7        F#m  A          E
    Oh oh oh        Oh oh oh        Oh oh oh      Oh oh oh

========================================================================= 
Comment, rate, appreciate!


